
In the beginning God created 
through the Word… by the words 
of God light and land came forth; 
creatures crept and populations of 
people emerged from the soil. All 
from the voice of the One who 
called them by name. We know 
how the story goes, as people 
grew they turned their focus from 
God to each other, and then from 
each other, to themselves— never 
able to hold the three in balance. 
Creation which was teeming with 
abundance and fecundity was now 
assumed barren by the very 
people who emerged from the 
flourishing soil. They turned on 
God, they turned on each other… 
they turned what was meant to 
bless into a curse. The fruit of 
trees led to exile, siblings became 
a burden, the rains meant to enrich 
life flooded over leaving the earth a 
watery tomb, and even after this 
our powers to build a tower 
became a means to enact violence 
against God. But, God isn’t done 
creating yet. There is still more for 
the words of God to accomplish.   

God wanted to start over. God 
wanted the world to be born again. 
So now twelve chapters into 

scripture’s first book, God is doing 
a new thing. And who does he 
choose to partner with him in this 
new thing? An aging couple with 
no future… and a present rapidly 
running out. In other words: people 
willing to listen… and maybe even 
respond. Abram and Sarai were 
rich in years lived (no what I 
mean?). They could have just 
stayed; they could have just waited 
for death. Who could blame them? 
On the other hand, their only 
option for life was to leave. Surely, 
in their mid-seventies their 
memoirs were complete— their 
story was behind them. Surely, 
their memories outweighed their 
dreams. Surely, they were 
comfortable. But, they set aside 
their comforts and set out. 

As we journey toward Golgotha’s 
cross this season— moving toward 
the tomb in hope once again of 
finding it empty— we confess that 
we are comfortable. And the sad 
truth is this, it takes “un-comfort” to 
get us to move. God is on the 
move; for our God is not one of the 
past… God meets us up the road 
on our journey of faith; calling us 
forward. God is not a memory (a 
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remembered spirit), but the One to 
whom we move. Abraham’s story 
teaches us to stay in safety is to 
remain barren; to leave in risk is to 
have hope. We can’t be filled 
unless we are empty, but we don’t 
risk emptiness until we are 
emptied. 

In Divinity School my professor Bill 
Leonard jokingly, seriously told us 
that if you are going to preach the 
gospel faithfully you will need to 
keep the moving boxes in your 
basement. The implications of the 
gospel leads us to questioning our 
own privilege and comforts. It 
might also mean leaving so-called 
worldly comforts behind to strike 
out on a journey of faith you 
somehow feel called to. The 
gospel leads to questioning power 
and privilege in church or society 
which leads to placing your job and 
your family at risk. Leonard joked 
about this because it was his own 
experience. As a professor at the 
Southern Baptist Seminary in 
Louisville, KY he was fired 
because he would not go-along to 
get-along with the religious 
establishment in a convention that 
sought to remove women (like Dr. 
Molly Marshall) from leadership. 
And from what he tells us in his 
next two positions at Samford 
University and then at Wake 

Forest he knew his next move may 
not be as far away as he thinks. 
Keeping the boxes in the 
basement is a reminder that God 
calls us out of our comfort zone. 

We don’t know much about 
Abraham prior to his call. His 
father Terah took Abraham and Lot 
from the land of Ur to go to 
Canaan. But, he only made it 
halfway. They stopped in Haran. 
Terah died there. Some say 
Abraham was the first in his culture 
and even his family to see the 
falseness of idols and to worship 
only God. This ‘reading between 
the lines’ interpretation is an 
attempt to answer the question, 
“Why Abraham?” Yet, Genesis has 
no interest in Abraham’s history 
only his future. The focus of the 
story here is who Abraham will be, 
not who he was. 

The city Haran from which 
Abraham is called means 
“crossroads”. God’s call to 
Abraham at the crossroads is a 
new beginning for him and for all 
people. In the beginning God 
created the cosmos through the 
Word… now the words of God’s 
mouth call are creating a again, 
but this time through one family. 
Abraham is seventy five years old; 
he and his wife Sarah have no 
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children. They are assumed 
barren. They’re assumed cursed. 
They still have a ways to go. How 
do you know when you’re in 
Haran? How do you know you’re at 
the crossroads? Abraham’s life 
looked much more like a dead end 
than a crossroads. Perhaps, that’s 
just how it is— the crossroads 
feels like a dead end. Either way, 
these moments force honesty— 
about where we are, where we are 
going and who we are becoming. 
T.S. Eliot wrote, “What we call the 
beginning is often the end. And to 
make an end is to make a 
beginning. The end is where we 
start from.” We don’t always know 
where we are in our story. Is this 
my final chapter or am I 
somewhere in the middle? We 
don’t know; that’s one reason to 
keep going. That’s one reason to 
risk the journey.  

A temporary office-help agency in 
Washington, DC once offered a 
$100 bonus to the employee who 
made the biggest mistake of the 
month. Not a reprimand. Not 
demoted. They get a $100 bonus. 
There was an executive for a 
company called Sara Lee Direct 
who thought he was getting a great 
deal on a shipment of belts for 
manufacturing equipment, so he 
acted quickly and bought a whole 

warehouse full. Only later did he 
discover that what he bought was 
not manufacturing belts for the 
conveyor system at the factory, but 
a warehouse-full of three-inch-wide 
paisley women’s belts. Instead of 
getting fired, he was awarded a 
bronze plaque that proudly 
commemorated the "Worst Buy of 
the Year.”

Are these businesses crazy, or 
what? There's a strategy behind 
rewarding mistakes. The president 
of that temporary help company 
explained it this way: "The object is 
to get people to take risks." An 
official at Sara Lee Direct where 
the employee got promoted 
instead of fired for making that 
terrible purchase put it this way, "If 
you don't go up to the plate and 
swing hard, you're never going to 
hit a home run. If you're not willing 
to make a mistake, you're not 
really trying.”

These companies found that it's 
worth rewarding a few mistakes 
along the way if it encourages their 
people to take the kind of risks that 
can bring huge rewards. Risk is 
the only road to progress. So much 
of our spiritual life is focused on 
the reflecting upon the past— back 
then when we were saved, when 
we grew up in our home church. 
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We focus on bible stories from 
long ago; always keeping them 
safely in the past instead of looking 
at what they might say about our 
current condition. Never risking the 
consideration of what they might 
be asking of us now. E. Stanley 
Jones said that we inoculate the 
world with a mild form of 
Christianity so that it will be 
immune to the real thing. The aim 
of such inoculation is security - not 
security in Christ, but security from 
Christ and from having to rely on 
him and the shape of his kingdom 
to give meaning and significance 
to our lives. We are so worried 
about messing up that we never 
risk faith… when really, the way we 
mess up is by refusing to risk at all. 
To stay in safety is to remain 
barren; to leave in risk is to have 
hope.

Faith in God is hope for the future 
Kingdom of God on earth as it is in 
heaven; a reality that frees us to 
live lives of meaningful sacrifice in 
the present. Truth be told, we all 
give our lives to something; but not 
all life is given for anything 
worthwhile. This kind of faith is 
risky. But, risking something big for 
something good is the way of 
Christ to which we are called. 

And if we believe that God is on 
the move— and that God calls us 
out from the crossroads… then we 
have to keep ourselves ready. We 
have to keep the boxes in the 
basement, so that we are ready 
when God calls. Behind every 
great story is a great risk. For 
Abraham that risk was refusing to 
wait for death… and risking the 
journey for new life.

There’s a line in the musical 
Hamilton, where Alexander 
Hamilton is talking to George 
Washington during the American 
Revolution, a revolution that 
seemed to be failing. Hamilton was 
a fiery young man with great 
ambition. Washington says to him, 
“It’s alright, you want to fight, 
you’ve got a hunger. I was just like 
you when I was younger. Head full 
of fantasies of dyin’ like a martyr? 
Dying is easy, young man. Living is 
harder.” For the young like 
Hamilton or the old like Abraham, 
living with integrity and purpose is 
challenging. 

Alexander Hamilton was born to a 
French woman on an island in the 
eastern Caribbean not much larger 
than Shavano Park. His father was 
a Scottish Trader who abandoned 
the family before Alexander could 
walk. His mother died when he 
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was ten. At 11 he got a job and 
soon became one of the leading 
accountants for traders on the 
island. After a vicious hurricane hit 
the island in 1772 he wrote a letter 
describing his experience. The 
minister and editor of the paper 
was so impressed by young 
Hamilton’s writing and work that he 
and others took up a collection to 
send Hamilton to school in New 
York. At 16, Alexander left his life 
on the island behind and went to 
King’s College (now known as 
Columbia University) to study. He 
began writing anonymous political 
pamphlets in support of the 
American Revolution that were so 
good that many attributed them to 
the well known revolutionary 
leaders. Hamilton dropped out of 
school and started his own military 
company. In 1777 at 20 years old 
he became a Lieutenant Colonel 
and personal aid to George 
Washington. In ten years he had 
gone from an orphaned shop clerk 
on a remote colonial island to a 
prominent leader of an emerging 
nation. We look at his story and we 
say. “Yeah, but what other choice 
did he have?” Stay on the island 
and starve in poverty. We think of 
the aging Abraham and we say, 
“Yeah, but what else could he do 
but wait for death.” We would do 
the same if we were in their shoes. 

We always wait for the crossroads, 
(some Haran) to force a response? 
We know how Hamilton’s life ends
— in a bloody duel with Aaron 
Burr. We know Abraham’s risky life 
took him through Canaan to Egypt 
and back again. He wasn’t perfect. 
We aren’t called to make his 
mistakes again. But, maybe we 
could claim some of his gall (some 
of his audacity) for our own. Would 
we risk comfort for a God we 
believe is on the move? 

The poet Mary Oliver says it like 
this, “That God has a plan, I do not 
doubt. But what if His plan was, 
that we would do better?” 
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